JOB PROFILE:

MULTI-DISCIPLINED LANGUAGE ANALYST

DEGREE REQUIRED?
Yes
Bachelor’s Degree in target language is encouraged if applicant is not a native speaker

MEDIAN SALARY
$55,000

JOB GROWTH
42%

SOFTWARE SKILLS
- Good Communicator
- Detail-oriented
- Analytical
- Identify contexts & subtleties in written & verbal communications

COMMON JOB DUTIES
- Analyze and process information using language and cultural expertise
- Compile and interpret data for intelligence
- Assess a target’s motivation and frame of reference for intelligence context
- Analyze metadata to look for patterns, anomalies, or events
- Identify cyber threat tactics
- Identify foreign languages and dialects in initial source data
- Help optimize the development of language processing tools
- Analyze social network activities
- Translate voice and graphic data
- Identify cyber or technology-related terminology used in target languages
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The National Integrated Cyber Education Research Center (NICERC) offers grant-funded cyber curricula, professional development, and career resources. Our goal is to empower educators and grow the cyber workforce of tomorrow.